Operator Instructions For Advantage Financial Job Submittal

1. From AADFINP.JOBGEN.CNTL, submit the following job:
   * For a nightly cycle – BNIGHTLY
   * For a month end cycle – BMONTHLY

2. For a nightly run, submit the following jobs from AADFINP.NIGHTLY.CNTL.
   These jobs will automatically submit from the PDS all jobs required to be run for that night. The jobs will be submitted in the order they are to be run and in the order they appear on the "Operations Job Submittal Report," which is generated when the BNIGHTLY or BMONTHLY job is executed.

   Submit jobs in the following order making sure that one completes prior to submitting the next one...
   * CFINJSUB
   * DFINJSUB
   * HFINJSUB
   * LFINJSUB
   * NFINJSUB
   * RFINJSUB
   * TFINJSUB
   * WFINJSUB
   * SFINJSUB
   * AFINJSUB

   For a month end run, submit the same jobs (listed above) from * AADFINP.MONTHEND.CNTL.

3. Every business day after 4:30 P.M., from AADFINP.JOBGEN.CNTL, submit the following jobs:
   * CNIGHTLY
   * DNIGHTLY
   * HNIGHTLY
   * LNIGHTLY
   * NNIGHTLY
   * RNIGHTLY
   * SNIGHTLY
   * TNIGHTLY
   * WNIGHTLY
4. Where "*" is the institution identifier – for each institution, the only job operators will submit from (*ADFINP.NIGHTLY.CNTL is (*FINJSUB). These jobs will automatically submit all jobs required to be run for that night. The jobs submitted by running *FINJSUB will be submitted in the order they are to be run and in the order they appear on the "Operations Job Submittal Report."

NOTE: Ensure RFINJSUB has completed before submitting SFINJSUB.